KHUONG DAT LONG
-The Official Book

How To Gain/Lose Weight Wisely; Live Healthier?
The Wisest Way To Have
Both “Gold” and “Diamond” At The Same Time!

It’s Time To Reach
The Highest Peak of Beauty

The 1th Update (March/6/2017)

“HEALTH IS GOLD, BEAUTY IS DIAMOND”!?


Congratulations!
You, male or female, a religiously affiliated person or an atheist, are taking
benefits from my important book.
So, what benefits can you get from this ebook? You will:
 Deeply Know:
 an intimate relation between Beauty and Health;
 what “Inner eyes” (Humane eyes) and “eyes of prejudices” are
 what “Unfortunate Beauty” and “Super-excellent Beauty” are
 Know and Apply one of the most important Beauty Commandments of
God that The Most Beautiful Person in the world or even A Beauty Genius
also has to follow and do!
 Lose or Gain Weight Wisely!
 Live a healthy, beautiful and happy life with your UNIQUE beauty and
health. Live longer, healthier and happier!
 Reach The Highest Peak of Human Beauty spectacularly!
 And more
Finish this book and you’ll know how to get those benefits.
Knowledge is just Power…in book/mind, but Applying Knowledge (Action) is
Power in Reality.
I hope you’ll get many benefits from this ebook and strongly

these benefits

with people around you!
All the best,
Khuong Dat Long

PREFACE


Challenge will become ‘Challenge’ if it itself makes us see great truths that will
make our life extraordinarily happy and meaningful.

After reading this ebook, you will know where your most valuable properties are
and how to have them wisely.
Because of huge benefits (Health and Beauty are people’s great interests), you
should read my solution ebook
before or after finishing this ebook. These two ebooks are for both God’s
people and atheists.

Khuong Dat Long
– “Health is Gold, Beauty is Diamond!?”

ABOUT ME


I know a lot of people
who have had a huge confusion
in life: God and Science.

Believing
difficult,

while

in

God

is

believing

in

Science is much easier.

I don’t believe in God. I Know God.
Knowing (God) is much better than believing!

Science, Knowledge can help our life get better. The more science develops, the
more benefits we can get. However, there have been many vital things that couldn’t be
solved by science only. Even some sciential thing that has strongly developed has caused
serious problems that harm human life badly.
All of us, God’s children and atheists, need to have a correct thought on God and
science in order to get huge benefits in life.
Finish this book and you’ll see that clearly.
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Part 1
SEPARATE HEALTH FROM BEAUTY!

“Health Is Gold, Beauty Is Diamond”!?
People often say “Health is Gold”. In fact, there're a huge number amounts of
people, especially the young, who take great interest in their appearance and they
consider it more important than their health. Obviously, to a lot of people, “Beauty1
is Diamond”! Look at the following Self-Esteem statistics2:
-Women feel that attending a job interview is the most stressful situation to
demonstrate flawless makeup, followed by nights out and dates. 31% also admit
that they feel a greater pressure to look better in the presence of other women as
opposed to trying to impress a man. (source: http://www.femalefirst.co.uk/lifestylefashion/stylebeauty/Confessions+of+a+beauty+addict+Shocking+stats+that+migh
t+just+sound+familiar+to+you-12482.html)
- Only 4% of women around the world consider themselves beautiful (up
from 2% in 2004) • Only 11% of girls globally are comfortable using the word
beautiful to describe themselves • 72% of girls feel tremendous pressure to be
beautiful • 80% of women agree that every woman has something about her that is
beautiful but do not see their own beauty • More than half (54%) of women globally
agree that when it comes to how they look, they are their own worst beauty critic
(source: Dove Research: The Real Truth About Beauty: http://www.dove.us/SocialMission/Self-Esteem-Statistics.aspx)

Although ‘beauty’ or ‘beautiful’ isn't the most commonly used adjective for men, it is used.
Moreover, information in this book is for everyone. Therefore, the word “beauty” or “beautiful” is
used commonly
2
Read more statistics in my ebook “How To Reach The Highest Peak of Human Beauty?”:
http://sharebook.khuongdatlong.com/
1

1
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-Nearly half (47%) of Canadian girls between the ages of 10 and 17 have
avoided social activities like going to the beach, participating in physical activities,
going to school or giving an opinion because they feel badly about the way they
look.

(source:

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2017264/One-women-

leave-home-make-up.html#top)

-88% of girls feel the need to “look perfect” {Khuong Dat Long: Hold on!
How many girls among nearly 7,5 billion people in this world (2017) can you count
for this statistic?!}
-Men had more than 3 million surgical and nonsurgical procedures in 2015.
The top five surgical procedures performed on men in 2015 were: eyelid surgery,
liposuction, gynecomastia, rhinoplasty, fat grafting and ear surgery.
A lot of people, especially female, who took health risks in order to live with
‘Beauty’ they desire. They were not afraid of toxic beauty products, dangerous
plastic/cosmetic surgeries even though they knew those dangerous surgeries could
harm their invaluable health or even cause death!...
In ISAPS3 2015 Statistics on Cosmetic Surgery, they said:
-There were more than 21 million surgical and nonsurgical cosmetic
procedures performed worldwide in 2015, an increase of over 1 million reported
cosmetic procedures from 2014.

-The top five countries which performed the most surgical and nonsurgical
procedures were the United States, Brazil, South Korea, India and Mexico. The
United States held the top spot for total number of surgical procedures performed.

3

International
Society
of
Aesthetic
Plastic
Surgery.
https://www.isaps.org/Media/Default/global-statistics/ISAPSQuickFactsMS_V6%20(1).pdf
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-Women had more than 18 million surgical and nonsurgical procedures,
85.6% of the total. The top five surgical procedures performed on women in 2015
were: breast augmentation, liposuction, eyelid surgery, abdominoplasty, and
rhinoplasty.
-Men had more than 3 million surgical and nonsurgical procedures, 14.4% of
the total. The top five surgical procedures performed on men in 2015 were: eyelid
surgery, liposuction, gynecomastia, rhinoplasty, fat grafting and ear surgery.
Therefore, it’s very real to say “Health is Gold, Beauty is Diamond”! Is this
right or wrong!?
You can consider Beauty as “Diamond” if that doesn’t harm your (Physical
and Mental) health. However, there're no small number of people who desire to
have a "perfect look' so that they harm their invaluable health to pursue/follow
"Unfortunate Beauty".
In order to understand what “Unfortunate beauty” is, we’ll have to know
what Inner Eyes (Humane Eyes) and Eyes of prejudices are. In my ebook “How
To Reach The Highest Peak of Human Beauty?” 4, I mentioned these “eyes” many
times. You have to know about these “eyes” well and this is very important because
most annoying beauty and discrimination problems (that are getting worse and
worse) come from these two types of ‘eyes’.
. You look at and evaluate people/yourself
based on prejudices (through your conception, outlook, definition,
etc…) that harm and ‘turn off’ all of your and other people’s beauty
(in and outside)
You

look

at

and

evaluate

people/yourself through humane eyes [that are connected to your
4

Please right-click to download: http://sharebook.khuongdatlong.com/

3
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heart (humaneness) and wisdom to see through them/yourself] that
increase and ‘turn on’ all of your and other people’s beauty (in and
outside)
Conception, outlook, definition, knowledge, information, etc…that you have
been learning and absorbing will make both type of “eyes” grow strong. However,
the most important thing is we need to have a special “net” that will help us both
keep good, ‘feed’ ‘Humane eyes” and filter out evil, abolish/destroy “eyes of
prejudices”. Finish this ebook and you will know what “special net” is.

What is a Holy ‘Net’ that helps us purify our mind and make “Inner eyes” grow strong?

“Unfortunate Beauty” And “Super-Excellent Beauty”
So, which ‘eyes’ do produce “Unfortunate beauty”?

‘Unfortunate Beauty’ means: Beauty belongs to Eyes of
prejudices and it's beauty of Huge Unhappiness.

4
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'Unfortunate beauty' was and is knocking about people who feel 'forced' to be
beautiful in other people's outlook, prejudice. One of the best examples is
“unfortunate beauty” appearing in cosmetics ads. NYC.com reports that “each of us
is exposed to 400-600 ads per day, an average of 40-50 million by age 60. 97% of
the ads feature a woman in a degrading image. 69% of girls reported (in a media
study) that magazine pictures influenced their idea of the perfect body shape
and 47% of them wanted to lose weight because of these ads” (source:
https://storify.com/lululizbeth22/is-this-really-the-face-beauty)
Now, can you see a lot of 'Unfortunate Beauties' around you? Search
internet, read magazines, watch TV or movies, you'll see even famous beauties
(who are famous for their appearance) are really "unfortunate beauties".

“Unfortunate beauty" is beauty that makes you live
unhappily; suffer bad stress, pressure; manipulate you
into lousy situations and it makes you even unnerved,
lose a sense of yourself and good personality.

Toxic cosmetics, high-heeled footwear, dangerous and complicated
plastic/cosmetic surgery, weight loss drugs...can cause a lot of serious health
problems, even deaths per year. We often read and hear cancer-causing cosmetic
ingredients such as Phthalates, Parabens, Talc, Fragrance, Formaldehyde,
Petrolatum, 1,4 dioxane. QUATERNIUM-15 (FORMALDEHYDE RELEASER):
“This ingredient is a quaternary ammonium salt used as a preservative; it acts as a
formaldehyde releaser. The European Union has determined that this ingredient
'may not be safe' in cosmetics” 5.According to the American Cancer Society
(cancer.org), Formaldehyde “can also be used as a preservative in some foods and
in products, such as antiseptics, medicines, and cosmetics” 6. The International
5

Source: https://www.ewg.org/skindeep/ingredient/705478/QUATERNIUM15_(FORMALDEHYDE_RELEASER)/
6
https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/formaldehyde.html
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Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC)7 has concluded that “formaldehyde is
‘carcinogenic to humans’ based on higher risks of nasopharyngeal cancer and
leukemia” 8.

9

(Source )

If you

of Beauty Commandments (particularly, “Trust Your

Own Beauty”, “Take 100% Responsibility For Your Beauty (Decisions)”, “You
Always Have A Unique Physique and Beauty”) and
they'll become

,

. I mean when you trust your beauty, you're active, you

take responsibility for beauty decisions and you're confident in your own beauty,
you'll never think of any beauty surgeries (unless you have big troubles with
health).

7
8
9

is part of the World Health Organization (WHO)
Source: https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/formaldehyde.html
http://suckhoedoisong.vn/cac-chat-gay-ung-thu-trong-my-pham-n104009.html

6
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A Vital Question
If a person is injured/diseased and loses his leg, he'll/she'll need
one prosthetic leg. Even if he/she loses his/her nose (example, Aesha
Mohammadzai10, an idol of many people), he'll/she'll need the reconstructive
surgery to rebuild a new nose. If we loses teeth, we'll need false teeth. Children born
with cleft lip and palate have surgeons repair these defects, etc…In the above
situations, obviously, “Separate Health From Beauty” is a

.

What about a person who has a normal health, feels unconfident and gets
beauty surgeries to make them (more) beautiful? If you are confident in your
beauty, will you need beauty surgeries? Many people think that, if an individual is
truly confident in his/her own beauty, why does he/she need a plasctic/cosmetic
surgery and after the surgery, why does he or she often want nobody to know about
that?
In fact, finally, we just need to answer this vital question:

Not all cosmetic products, especially cosmeceuticals, or surgeries are
actually harmful. As I said in my solution ebook “How To Reach The Highest Peak
of Human Beauty?”: Cosmetic or Plastic surgery in some special situation is a life
saving miracle to people such as Ms Connie Culp11, Charla Nash or Mr Richard
Norris12 who have serious hurts. Recently, Andy Sandness, a Wyoming man has

10

is an Afghan woman whose mutilated face appeared on the cover of Time magazine in summer 2010.
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bibi_Aisha
11
Connie Culp (born March 26, 1963) is the first United States recipient of a partial face transplant, performed
at the Cleveland Clinic in December 2008. (wiki)
12
+Richard Norris, accidentally blew off half his face with a shotgun in 1997
+Had jawbones, teeth, tongue, muscles and nerves replaced during 36-hour operation at University of
Maryland involving 150 doctors and nurses in 2012 (http://www.dailymail.co.uk/)

7
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received ‘miracle’ face transplant 10 years after suicide attempt13. In this special
situation, Medical Science is a miracle to human health.
What about cosmetics? If types of cosmetics, especially cosmeceuticals,
really help and make your health better, you can use them, but you will have to
use them correctly; Otherwise, you will lose both “Gold” and “Diamond” at the
same time! For example, Acne Medications. {Accutane is used to treat a type of
severe acne (nodular acne) that has not been helped by other treatments, including
antibiotics. However, Accutane can cause serious side effects. Possible serious side
effects of taking Accutane include birth defects and mental disorders. Therefore,
you will have to discuss with your prescriber (doctor or other health care provider)
how bad your acne is, the possible benefits of Accutane, and its possible side
effects, to decide if Accutane is right for you before starting it (Accutane)}.
This is the reason I said “Take care of our invaluable health with health
sciences” in my solution ebook. If you use them (cosmetics, makeup, clothes and
fashion, etc…) in order to try to believe and see that You're Beautiful, they will
become your BIG obstacles!
Health holds not only your beauty but also your talents, career, marriage,
relationships, money...It's very easy to realize this. Have you ever been so sick that
you couldn't think of anything but your invaluable health? At this time, your health
became the most important thing in your life because it related to your existence.
So, which, health or beauty (Beauty of Great Happiness; not “Unfortunate beauty”),
is "Diamond"?
The answer is:

!

Health and Super-excellent Beauty are “
13

”!

Source: http://people.com/human-interest/wyoming-man-gets-miracle-face-transplant-aftersuicide-attempt/

8
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Super-excellent Beauty means: Beauty
belongs to Humane ‘Eyes’ and it’s a great
beauty of Huge Happiness!

Simply, both health and beauty are shown on your in and outside. That
means health and beauty have an intimate relation. But many people will ask "If
your health is good or normal, do you look beautiful and vice versa?" or they even
affirm that "A lot of people look ugly/not beautiful although they are young and
very healthy!". You can also hear someone affirm "I saw many people look very
beautiful while they were sick!". Are these affirmations right?
I'll answer that: It depends on "eyes" of yours, the way you look at and
evaluate others and especially yourself.
Simply, if you use ‘eyes of prejudices’, you see someone isn’t always
beautiful (or always ugly) even though they are healthy or not. On the contrary, with
Humane eyes, you see they're always beautiful even though they're terribly sick. The
Most Beautiful Person In The World14 will even see Beauty on damaged faces,
disabled bodies. Have you ever looked at cancer patients with close-shaven heads
and thought they were good-looking? A Super-excellent Beauty always sees that
extraordinary Beauty. Because they, Super-excellent beauties, own the most
beautiful eyes,

. This is the reason why a Meridian Beauty always

looks beautiful while they're really sick. Those wonderful ‘eyes’ help them keep
their beauty 24/7, everytime, everywhere. Because they can see other people’s
beauty (even when those people are diseased), they themselves automatically see
14

I hold these people in high esteem because they are the ones who really want people to be
beautiful and happy. The title “The Most Beautiful Man or The Most Beautiful Woman” for them is
absolutely different from the same title people are using now.

9
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good looks of their physique. However, an 'unfortunate beauty' with ‘eyes of
prejudices’ is absolutely impossible to do that!
What does The Most Beautiful Person In The World do to keep their beauty
while/if they have bad health problems? Make it easy, how can you keep your good
looks when you're sick? Remember, when you are in a sick-bed in a hospital (for
example), you can't dress and make up gorgeously (or you have no interest to do
that)! So, how?

Separate Health From Beauty!
Super-excellent Beauties have to Separate Health from Beauty! Even The
Most Beautiful Person, a Beauty Genius15 also have to do that! He or she will not let
health status affect his/her beauty although his/her sickness can cause real changes
on his/her body (examples, alopecia, scars, acne, etc...). Then, he/she will try to
recover by carefully following medical treatment plans. Without separating Beauty
from Health like that, health status can easily depress you because changes on your
physique can seriously affect your mental status. Stress and tiredness can make
sickness status worse and worse. If you feel ugly about your appearance (face and
body), you can't love yourself, even hate yourself! This makes you not care about
your invaluable health. Clearly, your health status will be slow-moving, even
become bad because of your inconsiderateness.
What will happen if you Separate Health from Beauty (particularly when
you're in some serious disease)? The same as a Super-excellent Beauty, you don't
need to pay much attention to your appearance because you know you're always

Read about A Beauty Genius in the ebook “How To Reach The Highest Peak of Human
Beauty?”: http://sharebook.khuongdatlong.com/

15

10
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beautiful (when applying God’s Beauty Truth16). This means you will have no
stress, no pressure or other bad feelings about your appearance. This great mental
status will help you comfortably follow medical treatments and recover soon. If you
can be beautiful while you're sick, certainly, you'll look more marvelous when your
health is recovered/normal. This is a truth, of course.

To Body Weight Problems, What Is One Of The Greatest Benefits When
Applying “Separate Health From Beauty”?
To the ‘eyes of prejudices’, you're considered not beautiful or even ugly if
you're (too) fat or skinny. These ‘disgusting eyes’ make human health and life get
worse and worse. How do “eyes of prejudices” affect human health and life?


People are in low spirits because of beauty criticisms and prejudices,
especially when they are called ‘fat’/‘obese’/‘skinny’ disrespectfully!



Losing or gaining weight is important to your overall health. It's not easy to a
lot of people and they need time, constancy to succeed. Beauty criticisms and
prejudices (directly or indirectly) affect their mind, process and health
results.



However, they often get down-hearted because their body, in fact their mind,
'tells' them (e.g when they look at themselves in a mirror): 'you're ugly
because you’re fat/skinny'; and the ‘eyes of prejudices’ always 'tell' them or
'confirm' it: 'yes, that's right!'. You suppose they were invisible 'voices' that
were always with them (in subconsciousness, mind, thought). Many people
don't really have any motivation to lose or gain weight and they are 'beaten',
accept being ugly voluntarily. Even worse: there're people who think "I'm
also impossible to get beautiful in spite of my successful weight loss/gain!".

16

Read my beauty solution in the ebook “How To Reach The Highest Peak of Human Beauty?”

11
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They feel incapable of being beautiful. ‘Eyes of prejudices’ even 'beat' them
before their body weight is really in trouble. And losing or gaining weight
just makes the beauty problems worse and worse!

(Khuong Dat Long)

If you have a body weight problem and want to lose/gain weight, in this
situation, you have to Separate Health from Beauty; Otherwise, it's too difficult for
you to succeed in achieving a Healthy Weight. So, why don’t you do the following
way:
1. First, you must think that: Health and Beauty are different from each
other (although they have an intimate relation).
Never think "I'm fat/skinny and I'm ugly".
Simply, always think that
and
"I'm always beautiful (because of God’s Beauty Truth17) even
though I Have a Weight Problem!”
2. Then, try to achieve a Healthier Weight with proper methods or/and
medical advice and instructions. Remember, you are dealing with the
matter of Health, not the matter of Beauty.

For the best results, please read and know about God’s Beauty Truth in my solution ebook “How
To Reach The Highest Peak of Human Beauty?”: http://sharebook.khuongdatlong.com/

17
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Is this your “day and night haunted by anxieties”?

Nowadays, ‘eyes of prejudices’ are making people, especially young female,
miserable, not confident even when they have a healthy weight/body! They,
especially the young, feel sad or unsatisfied with their body weight while they even
have proper measure of body fat!

13
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A Real Reason?
They don’t Separate Health from Beauty! And of course, they don’t have
God’s Beauty Truth.
People who follow values of "unfortunate beauty" will compare others'
bodies (and their body, too) to “ideal body” in their mind. “Ideal bodies” are often
seen in magazines, films, cosmetics advertising, etc..."Unfortunate beauty"
(belonging to the ‘eyes of prejudices’) requires or ‘forces’ them to follow ‘ideal’
beauty that requires them to meet general beauty standards while human beings
have their unique physique! Therefore, male and woman are still considered or
called 'fat' (even ‘obese’) or 'skinny' disrespectedly even though they have a healthy
weight! This is really ridiculous and you can see that on internet, media networks,
in magazines, films, interviews and you may behold that in your daily life. Beauty
criticisms that come from ‘eyes of prejudices’ can harm an individual's health.
The most dangerous matter is: he or she (because of mental pressure when being
called 'fat' or 'skinny'...) can lose healthy weight and it makes his/her health
dangerous. Anorexia nervosa is one of the clearest illustrations in this situation.
En.wikipedia.org: Anorexia nervosa is an eating disorder characterized by
immoderate food restriction, inappropriate eating habits or rituals, obsession with
having a thin figure, and an irrational fear of weight gain, as well as a distorted
body self-perception. It typically involves excessive weight loss and is diagnosed
approximately nine times more often in females than in males. Due to their fear of
gaining weight, individuals with this disorder restrict the amount of food they
consume).

14
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The back of a person with anorexia
A lot of people, especially the young, have obsession with having a thin
figure and feel the need to “look perfect” 18, so they harm their invaluable health.
Many ones use improper ways to lose weight and those ways can kill themselves:
 Buying and taking diet pills on the Internet. The pills “contained
dinitrophenol (DNP), an industrial chemical and herbicide that's long
been banned in the States because of its terrifying side effects.” (exact
words of Cosmopolitan)
 Undergoing gastric bypass surgery.
 Following an extremely low-calorie diet program; etc…
Too many people (all over the world) who don't have this important beauty
commandment of God19 (and make a habit of it) have had to suffer mental pressure,

{88% of girls feel the need to “look perfect” – Statistic} {Khuong Dat Long: Hold on!
How many girls among nearly 7,5 billion people in this world (2017) can you count
for this statistic?!}
19
Read 10 Beauty Commandments of God in my solution ebook “How To Reach The Highest
Peak of Human Beauty?”: http://sharebook.khuongdatlong.com/

18

15
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become depressed, not confident and have an inferiority complex. They let the
appearance (beauty) problem affect their invaluable health badly.

Beauty criticisms that come from ‘eyes of prejudices’
can harm an individual's health

They lose both “Gold” and “Diamond” at the same time!
Therefore, you must

and

this is one of the most important beauty commandments of God!

1. Trust Your Own Beauty
2. Take

100%

Responsibility

For

Your

Beauty

(Decisions)
3. You Always Have A Unique Physique and Beauty.

5. Never Accept Being Ugly.
6. Get Beauty To Increase Your Human Worthiness.
7. Overcome All Of Bad Feelings About Your Beauty
And Make Changes Successively until You're
Extremely Beautiful!
8. Pursue Truth Both In And Outside.
9. Don't Use Eyes Of Prejudices To Look At Yourself
And Others

16
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10. DO USE GOD'S BEAUTY TRUTH TO LIVE.
DO USE GOD’S ROOT TRUTH TO LIVE.
(10 Beauty Commandments of God, officially given to the public in my ebook
“How To Reach the Highest Peak of Human Beauty?” )

Again, “Health Is Gold, Beauty Is Diamond”!?
Don't wait for a bad sickness to BUILD this marvelous habit: Separate
Health From Beauty. If you really want to have a healthier weight, become
beautiful, even

, you have to build

this habit (the 4th beauty commandment) NOW. If you want to be beautiful 24/7,
everytime, everyday, everywhere (even in a hospital!), you have to separate Beauty
from Health. Don't let your beauty desire affect and harm your valuable health.
Don't let health status affect your good looks badly. Trust that you can always keep
your Super-excellent Beauty even though you're in a serious disease (but I always
hope that you are healthy in whole life!). "Sick and Beautiful" is much better than
"sick and ugly" (of course!) because you still feel beautiful things and love yourself.
And you must follow medical treatments (if you have a health problem). Without
following, doing “Separate Health From Beauty” and sciential treatments, your life
(including every aspects) can be dangerous because health is a vital basis.

Don't let your beauty desire affect and harm your invaluable health.
Don't let your health status affect your beauty badly!

Above all, "Healthy and Beautiful" is the Best! Obviously!

17
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So, never think or say "Health is Gold, Beauty is Diamond"!
Health and Super-excellent Beauty (that belongs to Humane Eyes) are
“Real Diamonds”!
Just “Separate Health From Beauty” to become a Super-excellent Beauty and

18
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Part 2
MY CHALLENGE
AND THE WORST CONSEQUENCES IF YOU ACCEPT IT!
Challenge will become ‘Challenge’ if it itself makes us see great truths,
power that will make our life extraordinarily happy and meaningful.
This ebook is about the fourth beauty commandment of God1. It makes you
become healthy, beautiful, happy and
. It is one of the most important beauty commandments of
Supreme Being (Jesus). First, you need to revise the 4th beauty commandment and
then you will know my challenge immediately.
IV) Separate Health From Beauty. No Matter How
Your Health Is, You Are Always Beautiful. Take
Care Of Your Invaluable Health Carefully.

The 4th Beauty Commandment of God

A Deadly Challenge!
If you have any doubt when reading this ebook, try accepting my following
challenge:

Can You Live WITHOUT these:
 Separate Health From Beauty.
 No Matter How Your Health Is, You Are Always Beautiful.
 Take Care Of Your Invaluable Health Carefully.
Read 10 Beauty Commandments of God in my solution ebook “How To Reach The Highest
Peak of Human Beauty?”: http://sharebook.khuongdatlong.com/

1
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As I said in the previous part, a lot of people, especially female and the
young, who took health risks in order to live with ‘Beauty’ they desire. These
people are not afraid of toxic beauty products, dangerous plastic/cosmetic surgeries
even though they know those dangerous surgeries can harm their invaluable health
or even cause death! Look at self-esteem statistics in the previous part again (page
1) and you will see it clearly.
If you could accept this challenge and if you could be alive, then try to
accept my main challenge in the ebook “How To Reach The Highest Peak of
Human Beauty?”.
I challenge you can be alive without this beauty commandment of God even
when you use most advanced medical sciences!

Cosmetic or Plastic surgery in some special situation is a life saving miracle
to people who have serious hurts. It is really a Medical Miracle. Do you know
Ms Connie Culp, Charla Nash, Mr Richard Norris or Andy Sandness? However, it
is not a Miracle to Human Beauty. How can they, people with serious hurts, be
beautiful if too many people among us with a normal health (a healthy physique)
can’t feel beautiful or even feel incapable of getting beautiful and accept being
ugly?
In simple words, you can only live and become beautiful, happy when you
have God’s Power: Ten Beauty Commandments of God.
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CONCLUSION
God and science have an intimate relation. We shouldn’t think religion
against science and vice versa. It’s very ridiculous when someone thinks or says
that religion against science and science against religion. Why? Just try counting
how many scientists, doctors, teachers, billionaires, entrepreneurs, artists, even
geniuses, etc…in this world who love their God? In fact, there are vital scientific
achievements made by scientists who worship and love their Supreme Being. Have
you ever heard about the Black Death, or the Black Plague which “was one of the
most deadly pandemics in human history” 1? Vladimir Havkin2, a Russian Empire
Jewish bacteriologist, “the first microbiologist who developed and used vaccines
against cholera and bubonic plague”. He was a great scientist and a deeply religious
man. He’s merely a shining example.
We know it’s likely to have misconceptions, prejudices in both science and
religion. Misconceptions, prejudices in science need abolishing. The same for
religion. As long as we become happier and more humane. God’s Ten Beauty
Commandments are the “Holy Net” that will help us both keep good, ‘feed’
‘Humane eyes” and filter out evil, abolish/destroy “eyes of prejudices”.
Although we have to “Separate Health From Beauty” in order to live
healthily, beautifully and happily, there is an important relation between Beauty
(especially beauty on the outside) and scientific knowledge of human body. Beauty
and Health have an intimate relation, of course. People should discover their own
body. It’ll absolutely help us become healthily beautiful and get most comfortable
and confident.

1 Info source: http://www.oddee.com/item_90608.aspx
2 Info source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waldemar_Haffkine
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In order for you to get huge benefits, the most important thing I want to say
to you3 in this ebook:

“Take care of our invaluable health with
health sciences & Follow, Do the Ten Beauty
Commandments of God to become beautiful,
happy and Reach The Highest Peak of Beauty!”

(Khuong Dat Long)

If you are an atheist, you still can use God’s Power in this ebook. If you finish my solution ebook “How To
Reach the Highest Peak of Human Beauty?”, you, an atheist, will know reasons. If you have any doubt, just
read that ebook and try thinking about My Challenge in this ebook.
3
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I’m A Little Child of God.
I Want All of God’s People and Atheists To
Know About This eBook and Take Benefits from it.

All The Best!
God Bless You,
Khuong Dat Long

Never think or say "Health is Gold, Beauty is Diamond"!
Health and Super-excellent Beauty (that belongs to Humane
Eyes) are “Real Diamonds”!
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UPDATE NOTE!
You can read this book, learn more about The Highest Peak of Human
Beauty, find other useful information and download the latest updates on
khuongdatlong.com. If you like, please bookmark this site for convenience.
You should always read the latest update because: the more this ebook is
updated, the more benefits you’ll have.
You’re reading: The First Update
Start: March/5/2017
Released: March/6/2017

***
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